EliRudyzuli
ON

DESTINATION MOON
SHOW OF AERIAL ACROBATICS & MIME

“DESTINATION MOON” is a imaginary journey towards the moon...
The protagonist,who seems to have stepped out of a silent film,transform the stage into an oniric space
between the earth and the sky,with her view of life. Our aerial mime,romantic and old-fashioned,on the
back of strange bicycles,shares her adventures both comic and surreal,introducing her with posters in the
greatest tradition of classical mime. All under the eye of the calm regard of the moon.
The show ”Destination moon” is born of the meeting between different expressive techniques :the
spectacular aerial acrobatics of the tissue,the poetry of mime and the comedy of clown.
The performance “destination moon” is a refined,unique,fun show for publics of all age.
Adapt for both open place (events in town place,animations,festivals...) and closed place (theater and
private festival..),
The stage of “Destination moon” could even been a tree in a park or in the centre of a public square,the
balcony of a medioeval castle,or an arcade of a porch, coloring whichever events with a magic tint and
unforgettable atmosphere.

specifications
-Genre : theater circus
-Public : all ages
-Duration: 30' +-Spacial requirement: mt 5x5 (7x5,5 if the portable aerial structure is needed)
-Electrical requirement: 220 v
-Lighting require for evening performance: min 2 500w lamps,1 for ground and one for
aerial)
–Changing room required
-The presence of a solid,natural,or artificial support from with to hang the tissue (min height
6 mt) on the site of the performance
-The company has its own structure which is CEE certified (6,5 mt height which however
occupies 7x5,5 mt ground space)
-Get in and get out time : 1 hour minimum,maximum 3 hour,depending on the support used
for the tissue

CONTACTS AND INFORMATIONS
EliRudyzuli (elena manni)
Via Musignana,13A – 50022 San Polo in Chianti-(Florence) - italy
Cell 3341974550 email elirudyzuli@gmail.com

Web-Site www.elirudyzuli.it

